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About us



Our philosophy

Being a boutique business law Firm, we know our
clients in-depth, which is key to do their
corporate work well
 
As an independent business law Firm, our 4 specialty
teams assist our clients in a number of different legal
fields:
 
corporate transactions, litigations, compliance issues,
IP & IT matters, labour law advice and dispute handling,
etc.
 
The lawyers of our teams interact frequently when
working on a client’s matter. We thus gather a view from
inside of our clients, their teams and their businesses.
 
This is an asset for our “Investments” team: having an
overral view of our clients is optimal to negotiate their
deals or structure their internal reorganization in the
best way.



How we work

How our “Investments” team (i.e. our corporate law team)
handles our clients’ legal assignments
 
 
 

We like working for clients on the long term, in order to
know them and their history in-depth;

 
Our Investments team members are all experienced
lawyers, at ease with corporate matters and very used to
working in English;

 
The clients of our Investments team are generally B to B
companies and frequently the French subsidiaries of
foreign groups (often with US ultimate shareholders);

 
We are used to handling all their corporate legal matters:
transactional matters or internal reorganizations,
company secretarial work, and to report on the same to
their headquarters;



How we work

We are flexible and adapt to the client's needs: as regards
company secretarial work for example, we are often asked
to simply review and validate documents produced
internally;

 
If required, we are able to rapidly set-up a legal due
diligence team to audit any target our clients may select
in France – we easily team up with other law Firms if we
do not possess among our lawyers a needed specific legal
expertise;

 
On global transactions involving a client’s whole group, we
are used to working efficiently as “local lawyers” along
side in-house lawyers or large international law firms
handling the whole transaction;

 
As our direct contacts may be operational staff in France
(and not in-house lawyers), we are used to escalating legal
issues, if we consider them as sensitive or risky, to
foreign headquarters;

 
Our clients, for their corporate matters, will deal with the
same contact person within our firm, that is our
Investments’ team partner-in-charge. Non-corporate legal
issues will be referred to the other teams of the firm and
coordinated by him if needed.



Our expertise



Assistance for transactional matters

We assist clients throughout all stages of a deal:

 

Due diligence:  Our teams focus on significant or strategic legal risks

taking into account their likelihood of occurrence. When reporting to our

client on such risks, we try, when possible, to put a euro figure on the

identified risks, always bearing in mind the caps to be negotiated in the

share purchase agreement.  Our diligence reports are generally short and

“user-friendly” and we do not hesitate to take a clear position on a

particular risk.

 

Legal e-dataroom preparation: when on the seller's side, we are used to

gathering and organizing the relevant legal information in co-operation,

as the case may be, with the client’s other advisers.

 

Drafting transactional documents: We make sure to document

transactions in a clear, structured and “jargon-free” manner. 

Transactional documents need to make sense for non-lawyers. Not only

do we draft the share purchase agreement, but also whatever ancillary

agreements may be required (shareholders’ agreement, put and call

options, Transitional Services Agreements, bank guarantees, as well as

any needed corporate resolutions).

 

Post-deal assistance: Our expertise in litigation matters, particularly as

regards indemnity claims, influences our drafting of acquisition or

disposal documents. We never lose sight that disputes may arise and that

our documentation may be challenged in court.



General corporate matters

In addition to transactions with third parties, our team is perfectly at ease

handling all “internal” corporate matters for a client.  We carry out any

required reorganizations (merger, recap, spin-off, issue of free shares or

warrants for employees, etc..).  We may take care of all company

secretarial tasks and book-keeping, from a company’s setting -up to its

dissolution or liquidation.

 If instructed, we may issue legal opinions (in French or in English) as to

the good legal standing of any French company and as to its legal

authority to be bound by any type of agreement or undertaking and/or to

pledge its assets.

We are used to negotiating loans or financing documents - on the

borrower’s side - for our client, as well as the related security

package that may be required by lenders lenders. We handle cross-

border loans and intragroup financing agreements when they impact

the company we are in charge of or require representations or

undertakings from it.

Financing matters

Work regarding distressed assets or entities

We assist our clients should they be interested in bidding for an

insolvent company or its assets before a French Tribunal of

Commerce.  We also advise clients faced with an insolvent client or

supplier in order to mitigate their loss if and when possible.  Finally,

we protect clients when there is a risk for them to be held liable for a

third party's insolvency.

Our clients are generally private companies, but we do receive

assignments from large French or foreign public companies.



Matters we have handled recently

Transactional work

Carving out the cereal trading business of a large French Coop

(this involved successive mergers and a contribution of assets)

before letting a third party invest in the new perimeter and enter

into a JV agreement 

Capital increase by contribution of shares in a tourism company

Reorganization of a logistics group of 8 companies under a

holding company (voluntary dissolutions, recapitalization, sales of

shares, etc.)

Upstream merger of the small French subsidiary of a Norwegian

Holding company.

General Corporate Matters

Assistance to the acquirer of two companies trading civil-

engineering equipment worldwide

Assistance to sell one of the French susidiaries of a Californian

group manufacturing connectors for aeronautics

Assistance in a cross-participations sale in a design office activity

Assistance in the acquisition of a logisitics company (buyer side)

Assistance in the sale of a digital agency (seller side)



Matters we have handled recently
(continued)

Insolvency related work - Continued

Organizing the amicable liquidation of the French subsidiary of an

Italian group manufacturing cleaning vehicles (which involved

appointing the amicable liquidator, but also supervizing the staff's

redundancy plan with the liquidator in order to avoid future

liabilities).

Assisting an international group marketing specialty papers when

confronted to the liquidation of its largest paper supplier and to

claims from the latter's French liquidators for allegedly unjustified

payments.  This resulted in a settlement agreement that was

submitted to the commercial court's approval

Bidding before the bankruptcy court for the business  of a

bankrupt company manufacturing electric and control systems on

instructions from a French engineering group

Negotiating a bank financing and a security package in view of the

acquisition of a new subsidiary by an import-export group

Negotiating on demand guarantees with a bank to secure

warranties given by one of our clients.

Financing



Our team



Partner in charge

Admitted to the Paris Bar, 1993

Admitted to the New York  Bar, 1995

Bar admissions:Education:

French

English

German

Languages :

mb@guilleminflichy.com

+33 (0)1 40 72 30 00T :

E-mail :

Matthieu Bringer  assists clients principally in respect of their corporate transactions.

He also advises them vis-à-vis banks when circumstances lead them to finance assets or

acquisitions of companies.  Finally, as a useful adjunct expertise, he is in a position to

supervise the drafting and submission of a take-over bid aimed at a bankrupt company or its

assets before a commercial court.

His clients are mainly small to medium-sized corporates, often with an international

shareholding.  For these clients, his French-US legal background is a real asset. 

Indeed, it allows him to efficiently report to, and communicate with the client, in order to bring

a deal to a happy conclusion, notwithstanding cultural gaps.

He also advises high net worth families from beginning to end for their investments in

companies.

Matthieu strives to offer legal advice that has also business sense or, as a minimum, common

sense.  He strongly believes in short and practically-minded written advice, rather than in

lengthy lessons of law that a client will never read.

His clients’ business specialties are varied and go from the building and construction

industry to connectors’ manufacturing, publishing, robotics, industrial engineering and the

agri-food sector.

Paris II Panthéon-Assas and Paris I

Sorbonne, Masters' degree in International

Private Law, International Commercial

Law, 1990

New York University School of Law, LLM in

Corporations' Law, 1993



Associates
Laurent Thomas and Julie Soudaz are both senior associates and French corporate law experts

They have an extensive experience documenting and advising on corporate transactions, be they on

the buyer or the seller’s side, whether relating to a company or to assets.  Both work as often in French

as in English.

 

They accompany all stages of a private or public company’s life. 

This goes from its setting-up and covers its usual existence with all events relating thereto (issue of

shares, bonds or of all other type of securities including the French equivalents of stock options).  

Their assignments also include any other events arising outside of a company’s “ordinary course of

business” (such as mergers, demergers, contributions of assets, capital reduction to absorb losses,

debt capitalization, voluntary liquidation, “monitored” bankruptcy etc..).

Expertise :

Member of the Association Nationale des

Sociétés par Actions (National Association

of Joint-stock Companies)

Outside Commitments:

Education:

French

English

Languages :

lt@guilleminflichy.com
+33 (0)1 40 72 30 00T :

E-mail :

Toulouse I University, Masters' degree in

Business Law, 1997

Admitted to the Bar, 2000

M&A, Corporate Law transactions

Internal restructuring

Legal due diligence
js@guilleminflichy.comE-mail :

Queen Mary University, LLM in Business Law, 2016

Admitted to the Bar, 2010

Paris X Nanterre University, Masters' degree in

Business Law, specialization in European

Business Law, 2008

Member of the Franco-British Lawyers

Society (FBLS)

Education:

Outside Commitments:


